14 Turf Disease Shutout — Dodgertown superintendent Bill Moolenaar controls turf disease with a rigid chemical maintenance schedule. He supervises maintenance on two golf courses, three baseball diamonds and various other training and recreation facilities.

16 Southern Superintendents Discuss Success, Planning — The Southern Turfgrass Association held their annual meeting in Memphis, Tenn. Attendance figured low but spirits were high. Here's a report on what happened.

19 Fertilizer Outlook: 1975 — Hercules' George Osburn takes a look at fertilizer supplies for the upcoming season. He predicts shortages but feels supplies sufficient to meet market demand.

1957 SPECIAL CHAIN SAW SECTION

45 Proper Handling For Chain Saw Safety — To those unfamiliar with chain saw operation, it may seem an easy tool to operate. It is, if you know the basic factors of chain saw operation.

46 A Maintenance Schedule for Cost Cutting — Depending on how you care for it, a chain saw can be either a very expensive or a relatively inexpensive tool to maintain. Dave Kirby, McCulloch Corp., outlines tips for long, reliable use.

49 The Lightweights: Little Saws for Big Jobs — The casual user may not need a pro-model chain saw. Here are a few of the considerations to keep in mind when buying a chain saw to fit your needs.

53 10 Steps to Improved Cutting — Frank McDonald, Pioneer product manager, lists 10 easy steps for properly filing and jointing the chain on your chain saw.
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THE COVER — Spring has arrived. And the National League Champion Los Angeles Dodgers play their first intersquad exhibition game of the year, providing Vero Beach, Fla., residents and tourists with their first real preview of the team in action.